
INTRODUCING

Deliver NXT-level immunity to your patients

Talk to your Merck Animal Health representative to learn more.

Technical Services: 1-800-224-5318  
(Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-7:00 pm ET)

Customer Service: 1-800-521-5767 
(Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-6:00 pm ET)

Nobivac® NXT (next) are the first and only companion  
animal vaccines to use revolutionary RNA particle technology

DISCOVER 
NXT-LEVEL PROTECTION

Smaller dose
A low-volume 0.5-mL dose for a more gentle vaccine experience

No extraneous material
NXT-level protection in a preservative-free, adjuvant-free, thimerosal-free formulation

Targeted and efficient
Delivers the desired viral sequence to dendritic cells for an enhanced, precise immune response

Safety and efficacy without compromise 
Self-amplification triggers a robust antibody and cellular immune response without  
the use of an adjuvant or live organisms



The NXT generation  
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A closer look at  
comprehensive  

immune activation

How Nobivac®NXT  
triggers a comprehensive 

immune response
Nobivac® NXT vaccines deliver  

RNA particles to harness the natural 
ability of the immune system to 

generate a robust response with  
no compromise to comfort or safety.
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Discover the  
Nobivac® NXT  

advantage.

https://merck-animal-health-usa.com/nobivac/nobivac-nxt?&utm_source=MAH_1Pager&utm_medium=paid_other&utm_campaign=NXT&utm_content=digital
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